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•
•

• Summary

• This report describes a pilot study into aspects of infrared thermometry over a
sparse millet crop and addresses not only the problems associated with a

• complex fi eld crop structure, but also the performance of sensitive
instrumentation in a harsh tropical climate.

•
Two types of infrared thermometer and an array of soil thermistors were used

• over the period 24 August to 2 October 1987 at the ICRISAT Sahelian
Centre in Niger, W. A frica. During this period, various small but fu ndamental

• investigations were conducted into the surface temperature characteristics of a
millet crop, and measurements were made of complementary parameters

• associated wi th the separate soil and plant components.

• This work provides a theoretical and experimental framework from which to
design future experiments to measure the areal average surface temperature of

• a complex crop. Val id measurements are presented for soil and plant
structure parameters but in view of the small scale sampling which was limi ted

• by t he available instrumentation, this study does not yield accurate
measurements of average su rface temperature for a sparse millet crop.
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1.  Introduction

During the early stages of growth, most agricultural crops do not completely
obscure the underlying soil surface whcn viewed from above. Mil let,
par ticular ly when grown on poor soils in the tropics, remains sparse
throughout its growing season, leaving a large proportion of the soil exposed
which therefore contributes significantly to the overall micrometeorology of the
crop.

When monitored by nadir viewing instruments, such as those commonly used
in remote sensing, sparse crops present a complex surface of vegetation and
soil each with contrasting surface characteristics, yet the instrumentation can
only record a single spatial val ue to represent the integrated surface properties.
I t is therefore necessary to understand the component processes of a
composite surface if remotely sensed data are to be used as input to physical ly
based models of land surface processes.

One of the principal measurements included in remotely sensed mult ispectral
data is land surface temperature. In the fi rst instance, surface temperature
data provide a measure of long-wave energy loss from the land sur face: a
component of the surface energy budget. Secondly, considerable research is
being devoted to estimating regional evaporation using remotely sensed surface
temperature. Clearly, it is necessary to understand composite surface processes
if bulked pixel information is to be interpreted.

The principal instrument used in this study is the infrared thermometer (IRT)
which records an apparent surface temperature based upon the long-wave
radiational energy received in the 8g - I4g spectral band-pass. The narrow
focus of each sensor allows surface temperature studies of the individual
surface components.

This study, being very much a 'fi rst-look', addresses the following crop and soil
phenomena chosen as being relevant to the long-wave emission characteristics
of a sparse mil let crop:

• Soil surface temperature changes in space and time
• The eff ect on surface temperature of soil surface structure
• Shading of the crop and soil surface by the crop elements
• Th e interpretation of the composite radiation sensed by an

above the complex crop surface.
IRT mounted

T he study also gives an insight into the performance of infrared thermometers
and soil thermistors in a semi-arid climate.



2.  Instrumentation

2. 1 O VE RV IE W

Th e principal fi eld in str uments were two infrared thermometers (IRTs) made
by 'Everest '. Each sensor head was mounted on a tripod of variable height
to loo k down vertically at the soil and/ or crop. In addition a hand-held
IRT , made by 'Mikron' , was available for check measurements of soil and leaf
tempe ratu re. So il t emperatures were investigated with an array of bead
the rmisto rs (Figure 1). The outpu t from the Everest IRTs and the thermistors
was mo nitored by an Institute of Hydrology (EH ) Epson inter face and recorded
on micro-r a sette by an Epson H X-20 microcomputer. Stan dard IH software
was used to cont rol the data logging.

H an d -H el d IR T

( N o t t o Sc • l e )

I RT V ie w in g
In l ee-Cr o p So d

Rad ia l i o n
Sh iel d

o l V i e w I

I

;

Figure 1 A n ungen tent of  instruments

V itn si ng Ca o p
an d I n te r -C r o p So i l

2 .2 EVE RES T INF RAR ED TH E RMO MET E RS

fl e• d Th e r m isl o r s

Th e Everes t IFtT syste m uses two mo del 4000 transducer heads with 8rt to
14u spectral fi lters, connected to a single mu ltiplexer box. The mu ltiplexer
provides a display of the surface tempera ture of each transducer (assuming
unity emissivity) and a millivolt outpu t at 10.0 mr Cl . Th e fi eld of view is
a 0.218 ste radian solid angle ( 15° included angle) giving a viewed circle
d iameter of 1.05 m at a distance of 4 m.

Be fore the fi eld visit to the ICRISAT Sahelian Centre , the two Everest IRTs
were calibrated at room temperature over a stirred water ba th. Th e wate r
temperatu re was varied from 20 - 60°C and was monitored by thermisto rs and



a mercury-in-glass thermometer. The IRT temperatures were mostly within 1°C
of those indicated by the thermistors wi th some variation in gradient which, in
hindsight, may have been due to the changing temperature of the instrument
body. Cal ibrations between 40°C and 60°C were hindered by watcr condensing
on the (cooler) instrument window. This was alleviated by laying a sheet of
thin polythene on the surface of the water, al lowing the thermistors to rest
against the underside of the polythene to give the best estimate of surface
temperature. Figure 2 shows the calibration of one of the Everest IRTs
incl uding the deviations due to condensation. In the fi eld the multiplexer was
kept from direct sunlight al though no signifi cant temperature sensitivity was
found in its output when tested in an environment chamber to a temperature
of 50°C.

Id

60

4 0

70

5 0

10

2 0

1
30 40 SO 60

W at er b ath t em p er at ur e, C .

70

Figure 2 7» ica1 calibration curve for an Everest IR T transducer
showing deviations due to condensation of water on the

• transducer window

•
Since the fi eld experiment, trials in an environment chamber have shown that

• the Everest IRTs retained a good calibration at constant temperature, but
when the instrument is heating or cooling the indicated temperature is in

• error by 0.35°C for every °C hi in temperature gradient experienced by the
sensor head (Wright, 1990). The temperature of the instrument body was not

• recorded in the fi eld and it is not possible to compensate for changing body
temperature without the necessary detailed information. This precludes accurate
estimates of soil and leaf surface temperature and limits the use of the data
to mainly comparative analysis.



2.3 MIK RON (HAND-H E LD) INFRARE D T HE RMO MET E R

The Mikron I RT is a gun-like instrument which measures the temperature of
the surface at which it is aimed. Small areas of a few square centimetres can
be sampled at very close range, and the wide viewing angle allows the
sampling of larger areas at relatively close range: 0.416 steradians (40°
included angle) giving a viewed circle diameter of 0.73 m at a distance of
1 m. The instrument self-calibrates whi le switched on and displays the
temperature when activated by a tr igger.

As with the Everest IRTs the indicated surface temperature is sensitive to the
instrument body temperature, but in addition the temperature regime during
self-calibration is also important (see author's calibration notes Appendix 1).
The instr ument body temperature was not monitored in the field but the
instrument was kept in the shade and air temperature recorded by an
automatic weather station has been used as a substi tute to correct the
displayed readings. Reasonable results were obtained which are not thought to
be more than 2°C in error considering the temperatures experienced by the
instrument in the fi eld.

2.4 T HE RMI ST O RS

Eight bead thermistors were available for burying close to the soil surface.
Notwithstanding the acknowledged inadequacies of contact thermometry for
estimating surface temperatures, the accuracy and reliabili ty of these transducers
was considered a worthwhile supplement to the experiments. The thermistors
were 5 kn 'unicurve' bead transducers of about 1 mm in diameter and were
powered from the 7.928 volt stable supply within the Epson logger interface.
When connected into a high stabili ty potential divider the thermistors gave a
millivolt range suitable for the Epson interface (0.25 mV per logger step) and
the expected climate of Niger.

A t 0.25 mV per logger step (LS) the resistance, R, of the thermistor is given
by:

25,000 LS  
R - ohms

7.928 - 0.25 LS

which can be used in the thermistor equation to give the temperature, T:

I = [8.0 x 10'4 + 3.0 x 104 loge it
The resultant sensit ivity is 0.049°C LS-1 at 50°C and 0.015 °C LS 1 at 20°C.

23 T H E LO GG IN G SYSTE M

(1)

(2)

An Epson HX-20 was used as the controlling and logging processor for



synchronous recording of the rmistor and Everest IRT temp eratu res. Flexible
software, which facilita ted 1, 5, 15 and 60 minute averaging of data over an
instr ument interrogation frequency of approximately two seconds, was provided
by lH . The t ime, date, scan frequency and averaged temperatu res were
recorded on micro-n isset te . All the temperature senso rs were interfaced to the
Epson HX-20 via an interface designed and constructed at 1H.

The complete logger syste m (Epson HX-20 and inte rface) was tested for
sensitivity to tempe ratu re and no signifi cant dr ift was observed up to a
maximum of 46°C. Ope ration of the Epson HX-20 is no t recommended
above a temperature of 50°C. Power for the installation was provided by a
12 volt lead-acid battery, which was more than adequa te for keeping the
syste m running for at least th ree weeks. The main inadequ acy of the syste m
was the net drain on the internal battery within the Epson HX-20, causing
this small battery to be exhausted after seven days. The ne t drain is caused
by the rate of supply fro m the lead-acid battery be ing limited to preven t
damage by overcharging while the system, is idle.



3. Theoret ica l long-wave rad iation regime of a
spa rse crop

With reference to Figure 3 the radiation regime of a sparse crop can  be  seen
as the direct and refl ected components of the radiation from the crop, the
soil and the sky. A lthough the long-wave component of radiation from the
atmospheric gasses can be signifi cant, this component is small in comparison
with other emi&sions after refl ection at the crop and soil surface and is not
included in the following analysis. Multiple refl ections and all refl ections from
the crop surface have been ignored due to the very low refl ectance of the
crop, 1 - Ec = 0.005

Lo ca t io n A
.1 11

T A

•• 

Lo c at ion B

T B

/

//Rd s
X

Rrc

111e remaining co m ponen ts can be parameterised as follows:

direct radiafi on from the crop

Rdc = ec °

Fiv a r 3 Principal cmnpon ents of the irift ared radiation regim e  of a
sparse  m il le t crop

(3)



•

•

•

• direct radiation from the soil

• Rds = cs T: (4)

• and radiation from the crop refl ected at the soil surface

• R
r C

= t c -14c1  (1 - Es) 2n B (5)

• where R is radiation in Wm-2
E i s e r fl i ss i V i ty

•
a is the Stefan-Bol tzmann Constant, 5.67 x 10-8 vvm-2K-4
T is temperature in K

•
B is a crop structure parameter

(see Section 4.1.2)

•
and the suffuces refer as follows:

• d to direct radiation
  to refl ected radiation

• s the soil surface
c the crop surface.

•
The eff ective temperature of a composite surface, as indicated by an I RT, wi ll

• be the sum of the var ious components multiplied by their respective areas.
Therefore, an IRT viewing a crop and soil composite (position A in Fig. 3)

• will indicate an effective temperature T A, given by:

• a -11 Rdc(i -P) t Rasp R„ P (6)

• where p is the propor tion of plan arca that is soil.

• Substi tut ing into Equation 6 from Equations 3, 4 and 5 and dividing by a
gives:

•
=  Ec7 ( 1-p) t  EsT: p  Ec •s(1-Es)2n Bp (7)

•
Similarly an I RT viewing inter-crop soil (location B in Fig. 3) wil l indicate a

• temperature, T B, given by:

• Rds R„ (8)

• Substi tu t ing into Equation 8 from Equations 4 and 5 and dividing by a gives:

• T4B = EsT: « cc'r  (1-E5)2n8 (9)

• Equations 7 and 9 can be solved to give the crop temperature

•

T -

T 4A p 1 1 3 0 2 5

C c ( 1 1 ) )

0 0 )

•
C  

•

which can be seen to be principally dependant on only thc plan area
• parameter, p, and independent of the more sensit ive paramcters  Es  and B.

•

•

•

•



A lso, equations 7 and 9 can be solved to give the soi l temperature

Ts

0 25

(1-cs) 2n B1 1
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•

•
• 4. Individual experiments

•

• 4.1 T O E VA LU ATE CROP ARCHIT E C TU RA L PARAMET ERS
BY P HOTO G RA PHY

•

• 4.1.1 Plan ar ea pa ramete rs looking ve rtica lly down

•
A vert ical view of •a crop will show not only the proportion of plan arca

• occupied by crop and soil, but also the proportion of crop and soil in direct
sunlight or shadow at specifi c t imes of day. A ll four of these surface types

• will have a diff erent temperature associated with its surface energy balance as
well as variations within each type due to diff erences of soil moisture, leaf age

• and status. The radiation received by an . IRT will be a composite of al l these
temperatures and the evaluation of crop architectural parameters by vertical

• photography can help to interpret the eff ective temperature that is output by
the sensor.

•
Fifty vert ically downward photographs were taken over the millet crop at the

• ICRISAT Sahelian Centre, at different times of day and over points where an
Everest 1RT had been operated. The locations had been chosen to

• encompass a range of crop densities. All the photographs were taken during
the period of intensive measurements, i.e. from the 54th to 61st day af ter

• crop emergence, with the exception of a single photograph taken on the 89th
day, just before harvesting.

•
Of the 50 photographs, 38 were selected for analysis and projected onto a

• white card on which a square grid had been drawn. The proportions of plan
area that were plant or soil and shade or direct sunlight were determined by

• the state indicated at each of the 260 . grid intersections within a circle
representing the fi eld of view of the 1RT.

•
Table 1 shows the range of values of p, the proportion of plan area that is

• soil . It should be noted that the sites were not randomly selected but chosen
for their range of p values, and therefore the overall mean value has not

• been calculated. The individual p values for each site arc used in Section 4.5
for comparison with 1RT measurements over the same locations.

•
The diurnal variation of the proport ion of vertical ly viewed crop and soil in

• shade is shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. As would be expected, the
complex crop surface shows much more variation at a particular t ime
compared to the planar soil surface. The proportion of soil shaded, as shown
in Fig. 5 should not be confused with extinction coeffi cient (Wallace personal

• communication) which has a similar diurnal curve. Figure 5 excludes
information about the part of the soil which is obscured f rom view by the

• crop and is only relevant to instruments mounted above the crop.

• Evidence from Fig. 4 that the proportion of shaded crop is only weakly
related to time of day and not less than 0.25, is used to j ustify the averaging

• of individually measured shade and sunlit leaf temperatures to give a bulked
value of leaf surface temperature (Section 4A.2).

•

•

•

•
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Figure 4 Diurnal variation of the proportion of a op plan area that is
shaded
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•

•

Ross (1981) can provide only a statistically general result.
•

• 4.1.2 Radiation pe netration function

•
Th e radiation penetration function, ad, is the proportion of sky hemisphere, at

• a given zenith angle, visible at a given depth within a crop stand. Th is is an
important parameter when considering the radiation energy received at the
ground from the crop or the sky. In the case of infrared radiation received
at a point from the surrounding crop stand, it is not suffi cient to integrate

• t his function to provide a single value with which to mult iply the radiation
associated with the crop temperature. The radiation received from the crop is

• also related to zenith angle by Lambert 's Cosine Law and must be combined
with the penetration function before integration to giye the energy received per
unit soil surface area.

• Th us if the penetration function, ad, (Ross, 1981), which is equivalent to the
proportion of sky visible from the soil surface, for radiation at zenith angle 4),

• into a crop of height L is given by:

• ad = 4411 ) ( 12)

• and the radiation, dR, received by unit area of a planar surface from an
annular portion of a hemispherical emitter of cmittance N (see Appendix 2) is

• given by:

• dR = 2n N Sing) Cost!) (10 (13)

•

•
11

•

•



Then the radiation, R, received at a planar soil surface from the
non-homogeneous crop structure equals 2nN.B

0. 11/2
where B = SindrCos4)(14(0,L)) chi)

0=0

B represents the integrated proportion of radiation emitted by the crop
structure and received at the soil surface. This integral can be solved when
the penetration function is defi ned by architectural theory, photography or
radiometry.

Figure 6 shows data extracted from the vertical photographs and three
photographs taken from ground level within the millet crop. A similar
transect method to that of Section 4.1.1. was used to determine the
proportion of crop within equal ranges of zenith angle. A lso shown arc lines
representing measurements taken at various depths in a maize crop (Ross,
1981). A lthough the planting density of the maize will be diff erent from that
of the mil let, aff ecting the position of the curve relative to the measurement
height the important result is that the shape of the curves is very similar to
that of the measured data. Ross shows that the shape of the curves var ies
greatly with leaf shape and orientation.

In order to evaluate a value for the crop structure parameter, B. it is
proposed that a simple function can be drawn to represent the penetration
function of the mil let crop. The function, which is shown as a dashed line in

.9
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Figure 6 The p rop on ion of  sky area visible from the soil with resp ect
to zenith angle, showing measured data fr om this study (o) ,
from Ross, 198 1 ( ) and simp le models for the
p urp oses of integration (- - - and -)



•

•

•

• Fig. 6, has been chosen init ially to intercept the ordinate at 0.69 or ( 1-0.31),
the proportion of plan ar ca that is crop (Section 4.1.1) at the central 1RT

• installat ion point .

• Integration of Equat ion 14 with substitut ion of the approximate penetration
fu nction (dashed lines in Fig. 6) de rived for the millet cro p yields a value of

• B = 0.183. Th erefore the radiation received on unit area of soil from the
millet crop at tempe rature , T , can be calculated as

•
2n . c  or s. 0.183 ( 15)

•
Further experimental evidence for a value of B, the pe netration funct ion

• integrated with crop long-wave radiation, is given in Section 4.3.2.

•

• 4.2 SO IL CHA RAC IE RIST ICS AND ME ASUR E ME N TS

•
4.2.1 Soil surface temperature measurement

•

• Contact thermometry is acknowledged to be systemat ically in error when used
to estimate surface temperatures. Th is will be particular ly so in soils exposed

• to direct sunligh t because of the large temperature gradien ts at the sur face
(Fuchs and Tanner, 1966). Never theless, the reliability, accuracy, cheapness

• and small physical size of bead thermisto rs are of great benefit towards
providing a foundation measurement with which to compare other instr uments

• and ca lculations of tempera ture.

• A simple experiment was const ructed in which both Everest IRT s were
mounted •at a he ight of one metre over clear plots of bare soil and within

• each fi eld of view thermisto rs were buried at approximately 2 mm and 6 mm
below the sur face . Plot A contained soil which was undistu rbed since recen t

• rain and was ca pped by a weak crust (see Section 4.2.2 below) and Plot B
contained soil which had been raked to destroy the crust.

•
Additionally, two experimenta l thermistors were laid on the soil surface in each

• plot having fi rst been pain ted with matt yellow enamel and then co ated in
sand. The resultant permanent sand covering was intended to represe nt the

• smallest possible installation depth while being less easily disturbed by surface
movement of the soil. The very friable nature of the sandy soil at the

• 1CRISAT Sahel ian Center precludes long-term installa tion of shallow
thermisto rs because of surface disturbance by rain, wind and insects and it was

• necessary to re-install the shallowest thermistors at frequent intervals.

• Figures 7 and 8 show the measured changes in temperature at 2 rnm and
6 nun below the soil surface for plots B and A respectively. Also shown arc

• the temperatu res indica ted by the IRTs, corrected for emissivity (r s = 0.916,
see Section 4.2.3), and the experimentally coated thermistors. The downward

• dips in all thc lines around midday are caused by the IRT shadow passing
thr ough the fi eld of infl uence of the various sensors; this eff ect is much less

• significant to the IRT measurements when the instruments are raise d to their
full heigh t.

•

•
1 3



Figure 7 Infr ared therm ometer and therm istor temperaft u e
m easurem ents  of  disturbed bare soil
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•

•

•

• F igu re 7, which illustrates surface tempera turcs associated with the soil with no
surface capping, shows a misleadingly good performance for the IRT . This is

• because emissivity was evaluated from these data using the point in time
indicated by an asterisk. The residual performance relat ive to the two

• thermistors is the combined effects of soil surface temperatu re gradients and
air tempera tu re on the IRT body (Section 2.2). Both of these eff ects will

• cause an overestimate of sur face temperature during rising temperatures an d an
underestimate for falling temperatu res.

•
Figure 8 shows a similar performance over the capped soil except that the

• IRT estimate of temperature is grossly in erro r thr ough the middle of the
day. Th ere is no confi rmable explanat ion of this result ; an object that was

• cooler than the soil was possibly within the fi eld of view: It was obse rved
la ter that certa in insects found the IRT orifi ce an ideal suppor t for webs and

• cocoons. The experimentally coated thermistors performed very badly being
excessively infl uenced by the air temperature.

•
Nonvithstand ing the limitations of this experiment, the response of the shallow

• th ermistors relative to tha t of the IRTs indicates that the thermisto rs can be
use d as ade quate estimates of so il surface temperature for some short-term

• experiment s. A s will be shown later (Section 4.3.1) soil surface variability
can be far greate r than the small systematic error intro duced by using

• subsurface thermistors

42 .2  So il surface capping
•

• The soil at the ICR1SAT Sahelian Cent re (ISC) typically consists of 91%
sand, 4% silt and 5% clay (West et aL, 1984) . Aft er rainfall the small clay

• fract ion bon ds the drying soil at the surface forming a crust of low
mechanical str ength , then as the soil continues to dry , the bonds become very

• weak and the sur face capping rever ts to a loose friable structu re.

• As ment ioned in the previous Subsection (4.2.1) thermistors were installed
within plo ts of capped and disturbed soil. Co mpared to Fig. 7, Fig. 8 shows

• the signifi ca ntly warmer temperatures associated with the capped so il which
would be expected from the impeded vent ilation and red uced evaporatio n

• through the capping.

•
4.23  Dry so il emissivity

•

• A n initial attempt was made to measure the emissivity of the dry soil surface
using a method described by Fuchs and Tanner (1966) where an internally
refl ect ive cone is placed over the surface forming a 'black' cavity which can be
viewed by an IRT from a hole at the apex of the cone. Th e emissivity of

• the sur face is determined from the IRT temperatu res that are measu red with
and with ou t the cone in place.

•
At the ISC the Mikron hand-held IRT was used with two 100 mm high

• cones made from stiff paper with the inner surface made refl ect ive with either
aluminium foil or aluminised plastic. Emissivit ies calculated using th is method

•

•
15

•



were very variable, ranging from 0.95 to 0.98, and arc significantly greater than
those quoted in previous work (see Table 2). It is unlikely that these values
are a satisfactory measurement of emissivity as the method appears very
sensitive to experimental design and the cones used at ISC were probably too
smal l and the inner surface insuff iciently refl ective to thermal radiation to
create the required 'black body' cavity.

Table 2 Values of emissivity f rom previous work

Source

Fuchs and Tanner (1967)

Buettner and Kern (1965)

Soil Emissivity

Plainfi eld sand 0.900 ± 0.001

Quartz sand
large grain

Quartz sand
smal l grain

Further investigations of emissivity were undertaken in the evening when
temperature gradients in the top few millimetres of the soil are minimal and
when infrared radiation from a cloudless sky is not signifi cant in the 8-14 g
bandpass. Under these circumstances, thermistors placed near the surface of
the soil will give a reasonable estimate of soil surface temperature due to the
neutral temperature gradients at the surface. The reinversion of surface
temperature gradient which occurs in the morning is more dif ficult to util ize
as the surface temperature changes more rapidly at this time compared with
evening inversion. For a dry sandy soil, the difference between the apparent
temperature indicated by an IRT and the real surface temperature will be
principal ly due to surface emissivity, assuming that there are no nearby
radiating objects signifi cant ly obscuring the sky hemisphere.

If temperatures at two depths are available, the optimum time for emissivity
measurements is at the end of a day, immediately before the vert ical
temperature gradient is seen to invert. A t this moment the shal lower
thermistor will indicate the best estimate of true surface temperature.

i n the experiment over bare soil described above (Section 4.2.1), the soil
thermistors in each plot showed a clear inversion point (marked by an asterisk
in Figs. 7 and 8). Temperatures from the two 2 mm thermistors and the two
I RTs were averaged over the 10 minutes preceding the inversion time and
gave emissivi ties of 0.907 and 0.924 for the capped and disturbed soil
respectively. These values agree favourably with those quoted in the li terature
(Table 2), although the absence of a correction for sky radiation wil l tend to
make these values systematically high.
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• The mean of the two calculated emissivities, 0.916, will be used in all
following calculations as the inter-crop soil has a surface structure which is

• only partially capped where it has remained undisturbed by human, animal and
insect activi ty.

• 4.2.4 Effects of surface soil moisture

•

•

•
.92

•
.90

• .88

' • .86

•
•
•
•

The emissivity of a sandy soil surface will be af fected by moisture content as
the emissivity of water (cw =  1.0) is signifi cantly different from that of the dry
sand. Evaluation of th is phenomenon is not easy as the moisture content of
a surface is diffi cult to defi ne. It is necessary to assume that the moisture
content at the surface is represented by the moisture content of a thin layer
carefu lly sampled from the surface of the soil (Fuchs and Tanner, 1968).

A simple experiment was constructed using the Everest IRTs over a soil which
was well saturated from overnight rain. Four shallow thermistors were used
to give an estimate of the soil surface temperature and, during the day as the
soil dried natural ly in the sun, 22 soil samples were collected from the top 10
mm of soil. Their relationship is shown in Figure 9.
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.94

•
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•

• Figure 9 E missivity of a bare soil surf ace p lot ted against percen tage
soil m oisture

•

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

W ater content (%)

• A systematic error will be introduced by refl ectance of sky radiation at the
soil surface and by the soil thermistors which underestimate the surface
temperature, both effects result in an overestimate of emissivity. A lso, the
relatively small number of soil samples will int roduce a random error.



Notwithstand ing these errors, the resultant relationship between emissivity and
mo isture content agrees well with data published by Fuchs and Tanner. It
shou ld be noted that the mo istu re conten ts evaluate d by Fuchs and Tanner
will be syste matically higher than those measured at ISC as the former study
took samples from the top 25 mm of soil.

43 1NT E R-CROP SOIL SURFACE T EMPERAT UR E
ME ASUREM ENTS

43 .1 Thermistor so il temperatures

Th ermisto rs placed care fully just unde r a bare soil surface have been shown to
give  an  indication of the surface temperature (Section 4.2.1). Figure 10 shows
that four thermistors installed in a similar manner wit hin a crop stan d give
widely varying tempe ratu res bo th in time and space. Much of this variation
will be caused by their position relative to the ridging of the soil, the plants
and the passing of the plants ' shadows. Th e agreement between thermistors
at night ind icates the absence of instrumental errors other than possible
placement errors caused by soil disturbance.

Th e mean value for the four thermistors is use d for subsequent compar ison in
the following section s even though the standard error of the mean temperature
may be as high  as  3 or 4°C.
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Figure 10 Soil swf ace tempenttures within a a op of millet plotted
against time
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4.3.2  Everest IRT soil temperatures

In an attempt to verify the theoretical radiation regime outlined in Section 3,
the two Everest I RTs were erected in the mil let crop with one sensor at 4.0
metres looking down at the composite soil and plant surface, and the other
sensor mounted at 1.8 metres, the highest possible location that would view a
maximum area of inter-crop soil but without seeing any of the crop (Fig. 1).
Four thermistors were installed close to the soil surface to give an estimate of
the soil surface temperature for comparison with those calculated from
Equation 11.

An experimentally derived value of the integrated penetration function was
calculated from three clearly defi ned surface temperature inversions observed in
the data (described in Section 4.2.3). Asaiming that the temperature of the
crop is the same as that of the soil in these condit ions (in al l three cases the
two 1RTs were consistently less than .0.4°C diff erent), Equation 9 can be
rearranged to give:

Es• 14s
B -

2n Ec(1-Es)

19

(16)

The three values calculated from Equation 16 where B = 0.116, 0.115 and
0.112, which are signifi cantly lower than the value of B = 0.183 obtained by
photography. A n explanation of this difference may be considered by
reference to Fig. 6. The mean penetration function calculated from Equation
16, B = 0.114, is equivalent to the integration of the straight line function. but
with the horizontal portion intercepting the ordinate at a value of 0.91, (p =
0.09, shown by the dotted line), instead of the photographic value 0.69 (p =
0.31, shown by the dashed line). I t is reasonable to suggest that the
experimentally derived value is smal ler than that derived from photography
because the regions of soi l viewed by the higher IRT are logically those that
have no elements of crop vert ically above them: an important consideration
when comparing nadir viewing instruments with other experimental techniques.

Figure 11 shows some of the Everest 1RT data aft er substitu tion into
Equation 11 to give an estimate of soil temperature. The parameter values
used were c = 0.916, p = 0.3, and B = 0.114. A lso shown are the mean
temperature indicated by the four soil thermistors and the temperature of the
lower 1RT divided by the soil emissivity, T B Es' l which, for comparison, is an
estimate of inter-crop soil surface temperature which wou ld result if the
phenomenon of soil refl ectance were ignored.

I t can be seen in Fig. 11 that the inadequately sampled surface temperature
data as measured by the thermistors are not suffi cient to discriminate between
the two IRT estimates of surface temperature which either include or exclude
the eff ects of soil surface refl ectance. A lthough the agreement between the
thermistors and IRTs at night is dominated by the value of B optimised on
these data, the results show that, if the chosen parameters are correct, the
refl ectance of crop radiation at the soil surface can affect the temperature
indicated by an IRT by a signifi cant and systematic amount throughout the
day.
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Figure 11 Mean soil surface temperature within a a op of millet
plotted against time including 1RT estimates of surf ace
temp erature with, and without, the eff ects' of soil surf ace
ref lectance

4.4 LEAF T E MPE RAT UR E MEASU R EMENT S

4.4. 1 Lt af em issivity

No attempt was made to measure the millet leaf emissivity in the fi eld. The
available instrumentation would not have been adequate for a reliable
measurement of leaf surface temperature. Al so, no published values of millet
leaf emissivity have been found. Idso et aL (1969) give emissivity values
for 34 different species of plants ranging from 0.938 to 0.995 in which
only two monocotyledons are included: maize (t c = 0.944) and sugar cane
(cc = 0.995). The value of 0.995 was chosen to represent the millet on the
subjective grounds that sugar cane has the more similar leaf (J. Roberts.
personal communication).
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The Mi kron hand-held IRT was used to survey leaf surface temperatures for

• comparison with those calculated from the Everest IRTs. Each survey
consisted of temperature measurements from all the leaves of five plants with

• separate measurements of sunny and shaded portions of leaf when available. A
total of 21 surveys were conducted: six surveys at two-hourly intervals on

• each of 26 August, 2 September and 30 September, two surveys on the
afternoon of 28 August and one on the following morning.

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

4.4.2  M ikron CRT leaf temperatures

Results from the six surveys of 26 August are shown in Figure 12, each line
representing the mean of f ive plants. The fi gure shows that the location of
shaded leaves is only weakly dependent on leaf number, i.e., the height of the
leaf from the ground. A lso, from Section 4.1.1, the proportion of plan area
which is shaded leaves is only weakly dependent upon the time of day.
Therefore, it is considered reasonable to bulk the M ikron I RT leaf
temperature measurements from al l heights and over the duration of an hour
for comparison with those from the Everest W I .

7.30 9.00 11.00 13.0 0

\

•••.i
I

24 23 30 31 34 36 26 18 30 32 34 36 26 28 30 32 34 36

M a yon leaf temp  dev ees C

of senescence in the lowest leaves.

21

Shade

15.0 0

Furt her points of interest shown in Fig. 12 are as follows:
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16 28 30 32 34 36 26 28 30 32 34 36 26 18 30 31 34 34

—  D irect sun.

Figure 12 L eaf temperature prof iles within a crop of millet

1. Negative gradients of temperature from the fl ag leaf to leaf two, during
• most of the day, indicate the abil ity of the fl ag leaf (and to some extent

leaf one) to continue transpir ing, while lower leaves are responding to
• stress and becoming warmer due to reduced . transpiration. The lower

leaves will also be aff ected by reduced venti lation and therefore higher
• temperatures.

2. Large negative gradients at the bottom of the profi le indicate the onset



3. The last profile shows that the fl ag leaf shade temperature
thc temperature in direct sun light. This shows thc
stomatal opening by very low levels
transpiration cools the leaf, there being
to satisfy the latent heat demand.

4.43 Eve rest IRT leaf temperatures

Data from the Everest IRTs, with the instruments arranged in the manner of
Fig. 1, were substituted into Equation 11 to give crop surface temperatures to
coincide with those surveyed with the Mikron hand-held IRT. Figure 13 shows
the resultant poor agreement between the estimates of crop surface
temperature from the two non-contact methods.
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Figure 13 Comparison between leaf surf ace temperatures as measured
by the 'Everest ' and 'Mikron ' infrared thermometers

Considering the encouraging resu lts from the two independent methods of
measurement, it is not easy to understand the reasons for, and the magnitude
of, the discrepancy. A lthough the exact cal ibration of the instruments has
not been possible and the theoretical calculations are sensitive to some
parameters, the disagreement is beyond the limits that might be expected from
calibration errors. A lso the parameter distortion required to account for the



•
•

•

disagreement takes the parameters to values outside reasonable limits. The
only physical explanation for the disagreement is a substantial spatial var iation,

• possibly in the leaf temperature but more likely in the soil surface
temperatures. A better result may have been achieved if the lower IRT had

• viewed an area of soil within the field of view of the higher IRT viewing the
crop/soil composite.

•

•
43 SPA TIA L VAR IAT ION OF ARE AL RAD IA T ION

•

• The spatial variation of radiation from the crop/soil composite was investigated
using both Everest 1RTs to look at thc crop from the same height (4 m),

• leaving one IRT at a fi xed position while the other I RT was moved to
surrounding locations. Due to limitations in the cable lengths it was not
possible to sample a representative foliage density. Therefore, locat ions were
chosen to encompass the available range of densities so that at least the eff ect

• of fol iage density could  be  observed. For each pair of locations data were
recorded for a minimum of 2.5 hours. A t each locat ion nadir viewing

• photographs were taken to measure the proportion of plan area which was
soil , p (see Section 4.1.1).

•
The results showed a complete absence of correlation between the amount of

• radiation emitted by the crop/soil composite and the propor tion of soil viewed.
Therefore, within the range of p values measured (0.227 to 0.502), spatial

• var iation in crop and soil temperatures appears to dominate the total
emittance: a similar conclusion to that of the previous section.

•

•
4.6 TE MPO RA L VA RIA TI ON OF ARE AL RAD IA TI ON

• A fter the period of intensive fi eld measurements the two Everest IRTs
remained in the crop for a further 30 days and confi gured as shown in Fig.

• 1. Dur ing this period 23 days of 5 minutes data were recorded at 5 minute
intervals on 23 of the days, monitoring soil and crop/soil temperatures to

• within a few days of harvest. No thermistors were installed as they would
have become uncovered during rainfall.

In view of the poor results in estimating crop temperature (Section 4.4.3),
• these data, which have no means of absolute verifi cation, have not been

substituted into Equation 11 to give a longer run of estimated crop surface
• temperature. Instead, the data have been used comparat ively to show the

change in structure of the millet crop throughout the period of measurement.
•

As the leaves age, becoming more ineffi cient and ult imately dying, they
• transpire less and their temperature will rise. Also, as the leaves wilt their

plan projected area will decrease as can be seen in Table 1 (p = 0.311 to
• p = 0.449 for the central plot). Therefore, the diff erence in long-wave

emission between the inter-crop soil and the crop/soil composite will decrease.
•

Figure 14 shows the effect of crop senescence expressed as the diurnal
•

23

•

•



ampli tude ratio of the two Everest I RTs for al l avai lable data With time,
the ratio approaches unity as the influence of thc transpiring crop diminishes.
I t can be seen from the available data that throughout the last half of the
mil let crop's li fc the composite surface temperature of the sparse crop is
increasingly infl uenced by the temperature of the underlying soil .
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D a ys a f t e r e m er g e n ce

Figure 14 The ratio of soil to soli / crop diurnal temperature amplitude
plotted against time showing the change in crop structure
throughout the m easurem ent period
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5. Conclusions

Current instrumenta tion for the measurement of surface tempe rature by sensing
infrared emission is particular ly diffi cult to cal ibrate and noto riously se nsitive to
the wor king environment (Kalma et al., 1988; Huband, 1985; Fuchs and
Tanner, 1966). It is unfortunate tha t calibration of the instruments used in
this study was not possible before deployment in the field. Both the Everest
and Mikron inst ruments were found to be seriously sensitive to their own
body tempe rature. In the case of the Mikr on IRT the instructions imply that
it was designed for use at room temperatures rather than in the hot climate
of Niger.

Subse quent work has shown that instrumen t body temperatu re correction will
improve the absolute accuracy of bo th types of IRT (see Append ix 1 and
Wright, 1990) .

Th e results from this pilot stu dy into infrared the rmometry at the ICRISAT
Sahelian Centre, while being poor in accu racy, show that each instrument is
consistent within itself and have yielded the following useful information about
the so il and crop.

• Both soil su rface moisture and soil sur face structure aff ect the energy
balance at the soil surface by changing its emissivity and porosity to water
vapour.

• Acceptable values of soil emissivity and B, the crop structure parameter,
were de rived from times of neutral temperatu re when the so il, crop and
IRT's were all at similar temperatures.

• Leaf temperatu re and leaf shading were found to be only weakly
dependent upon height within th is type of sparse crop stand.

• Throughout the last 40 days of the crop season the surface tempe ra ture of
the soil/crop composite was increasingly infl uenced by the unde rlying soil
temperatu re.

If the param eters values used in the theory are correct, then this work
indicates the impor tance of the reflectance of long-wave radiation at the soil
surface from the sur rounding crop. The addit ional emittan ce from the soil
increases the apparent soil su rface tempera tu re by a sign ifi cant and systematic
amount throughout the day.

Unfor tu nately, it was no t possible to sample adequately the extreme var iability
of the su rface temperature of the intercrop soil but only to acknowledge its
eff ect . With on ly two logged IRTs at limited fi xed positions all at tempts to
observe the effect of crop surface temperatu re upon the composite soil/crop
emittance were obscured by the variability in the dominan t soil co mponent.
Also the poorly sampled intercrop soil temperature precluded the absolute
verifi cat ion of soil surface refl ectance.

In conclusion, this study has bcen an init ial invest igation int o the complex
field radiation regime and its accompanying theory, both of which ca n usefully
be improved. These improvements are necessary if remotely sense d data are
to be interpre ted with respect to the water and energy balance of th is type of
sparse crop.
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Appen d ix 1

MIKRO N PO RTABLE INF RA RED THE RMOMETER
CALI BRAT ION NOTES

An attemp t was made to repeat the calibra tion of thc Mikron portable
infrared thermome ter conducted by J .S. Wallace be tween September 1984 and
March 1987 (personal communicat ion ). During these earlie r calibrations the
inst ru ment was left switched on (idle but self-calib rating) and clamped to look
down onto a volume of water at various known te mperatu re s; the body of the
inst rume nt was at approximately room temperature, 25°C. Readings were noted
by depressing the inst rument trigger in situ . Th e resultant calibration yielded a
series of st raight-line regressions, with gradien ts close to unity, but with highe r
gradien ts (1.15) at lower temperatures (10°C) an d lower gradients (0.92) at
higher temperatu res (60°C) : this is shown in Figure A 1.1.

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Hg thermometer  (SC)

Figure A 1.1 Mi lo on IR T calibrations o ver water.

The calibration discussed here was conducted using an environment chamber so
that the instrument and/or the calibration surface (a solid plate of matt black
aluminiu m) could be kept at a constant temperature .

No sensible re sult was obta ined unt il the impor tance of the self-calibration
(idle) st atus was acknowledged. T he handbook sta tes that " ... (before pressing
the tr igger to tak e a read ing) ... Aim the Mikro n 80 at the fl oor or at an
object near ambien t (room) temperatu re; wait a few seconds".

When the instru ment was allowed to self-calibrate at a consta nt tempe ra ture of
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•

25°C (viewed surface and instrument body), a straight line calibration was
obtained fom 8° to 75°C with a gradient of 0.8. Then with self-calibration
at a temperature of 13°C a diff erent straight line was obtained but wi th  the •
same gradient (Figure A 1.2).

•
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Figure A 1.2 Mikron IRT calibrations at constant self -calibration
temperature in an environment chamber.

•
Similarly, when the calibration surface was kept at a constant temperature of
25°C a linear relationship was indicated between the self -calibration temperature
and the Mikron reading (Figure A L3) indicating a simple multiple function.

When al l of these cal ibration points are combined in a mult iple regression the
resultant equation is:

Ts = 1.23 Tr - 0.606 Tm + 8.53 (12 = 0.98) A .1

where Ts is an estimate of the tnie surface temperatu re •
T is the Mikron reading

and T is the self-calibration temperature:
which is the temperature of the instrument body AND the
temperature of the surface being viewed by the instrument aperture.

I t must be noted that time did not al low the temperature, Tm. to be split
into two separate var iables and increase the complexity of the cal ibration.
Therefore, it is not possible to comment in detail on the calibrations
conducted by Wallace; in his calibration the instrument body was near room

28
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Figure  A 1.3 Mikron M T  calibration at constant surf ace temperature in an
environment chamber.

•
temperature while the surface viewed during self-cal ibration was that of the

• water at temperatures ranging from 5° to 70°C.

• Subsequent trials have shown that, whereas the temperature of the viewed
surface cannot be neglected during self-calibration, the temperature of the

• instrument body is the more important infl uence on the Milcron reading.
Furthermore, if it is assumed that in Wal lace's cal ibration the body of the

• instrument, suspended above the hot (or cold) water, has its temperatu re
raised (or lowered) by the proximity of the water, then the resultant

•  synthesized calibration is similar to that of  Wal lace's  earl ier  work.

• In detail, if the instrument body temperature deviates from ambient by 0.3 of
the temperature difference between thc instrument and the surface, or

•
Trs  25 + 0.3 (Ts - 25) A .2

•
then, when substituted into Equation A .1, it is possible to synthesize a very

• similar cal ibration to that of Wallace, dependant on the value 0.3 which has
been chosen to show a good fi t (Figure A 1.4). Th is suggests that the
results of the two calibration methods are not necessarily inconsistent.

•

•

•
29
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Figure A 1.4 Milcron IRT calibration over water compared with 41
modelled data

•

RECO MME NDA110 N

The work described here represents the basis for a workable field technique. •
Better estimates of surface temperature can be made by monitoring the
self-cal ibration temperature in hot (or cold) environments where it is not •
possible to maintain the instrument body at calibration temperature.

In the fi eld, and unti l further work can indicate any improvement, the best
estimate of surface temperature can be calculated from Equation A .1 if the •
instrument is kept in a shielded box with its internal temperature close to
ambient and containing a mercury-in-gl ass thermometer so that the •
self-calibration temperature, Tm, can be recorded. A lso the instrument should
be shielded from direct sunlight when removed from the box for use. •

•
30
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•

• Appendix 2

•

• DE RIVAT ION OF AN EX PRESSION FOR THE RA DIAT IO N
RE CEIV E D AT A PLANAR SUR FACE F ROM AN ANNUAL

• PO RT IO N OF A SU R R OUN D IN G H EMISPHE RICAL
UNIF O RM EMTIT E R

•

• Irradiance, dR, of unit area of horizontal surface from a smal l portion of
surrounding hemispherical emitter, rdødc, at zenith angle tk, is given by the

• radiance of the emitter, N, constrained by the solid angle, 4), subtended by the
unit area:

dR = N. rdePdc.w (A2.1)

•
where aid/ is the thickness of the annulus and dc is a small increment of its

• circumference.

• As w = unit area x Cosgt/r2 (A 2.2)

•
then dR = — Cos0 &M c (A2.3)

•

• Expanding equation A2.3 to represent the circumference of the annulus by
replacing dc with C = 2nrSin0 gives:

•
dR = 2nN Costb Shut/ cltb

•

•
r:/=rt/2

or R =  2nN f  Cost() Sirup c14)

•

Uni t area
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